Lady, continued from page 3

LET’S BE SOCIAL
Follow us on the socials for in-depth updates about our
work and stories about the elephants at Elephant Sanctuary
Brazil, as well as the latest global elephant news.

WEAR YOUR HEART ON YOUR SLEEVE

Although she can still be a bit of a
punk at times, she also embodies a
grace most of us will never know. Lady
has managed to find the balance of
enjoying the space that surrounds her,
while returning to the care of her
humans to nurture her feet. She
acknowledges the impact her feet
have on her social interactions, yet
seems to be opening her heart to the
herd. And for all of the physical
discomfort her feet have caused her,
she continues to experience significant joys, showing her inner light
through the peaceful and soft look on
her face. She is nothing short of
remarkable and no matter where this
road takes her, we feel lucky that she
has allowed us to accompany her on
this part of her journey.
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ew Merch!
Check out our fresh
designs and shop
with a purpose! When you
wear a tee or carry a tote,
you help raise awareness
about the work of GSE
and the importance of
sanctuary. Plus, a portion
of the proceeds supports
the organization.
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Global Sanctuary for Elephants exists to create vast
safe spaces for captive elephants, where they are
able to heal physically and emotionally. There are
elephants around the world in need of sanctuary, but
too few exist to be able to care for even a fraction of
them. Global support is necessary to build sanctuaries
for elephants in need of rescue and rehabilitation.
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he one constant at sanctuary is
change. Each new elephant
impacts the dynamics of the herd and
even actions that might be viewed as
negative bring about growth that we may
not realize is necessary. Elephants offer
something to each other that humans
can never provide. The companionship,
understanding, and communication
between them is formative, healing, and
beautiful to watch. There have been
many shifts within the group since
Bambi’s arrival and we know there will be
more once Pocha and Guillermina reach
Elephant Sanctuary Brazil.
From her earliest days at sanctuary,
Bambi bounded in with her spunky

energy, which caused a bit of a stir. At
first appreciative of her new friend, Mara
quickly decided Bambi’s exuberance was
a little much. After a short period of being
ousted from the group, Bambi is now
definitely at the core of the threesome
that we affectionately refer to as the
Powerpuff Girls: Bambi, Rana, and Mara.
Bambi now seems more comfortable in
her new home and has learned from the
ever-patient Rana to adjust her spirited
actions to the situation at hand and the
companions she is with.
Mara’s health continues to be stable, her
appetite is substantial, and her weight is
increasing. With Mara feeling well, there
is more of an ease to the relationship

between them, although Mara is still
clearly the boss of Bambi. For a little while,
Rana decided to spend some time on her
own, which can be normal for captive
elephants; sometimes they seek out quiet
time and enjoy the natural elements of
sanctuary. Rana is the caretaker of the
group and often can be found nurturing
someone in need. That might be the
reason she gravitated a bit towards Maia
for a while, which allowed Maia some
direct elephant affection, something she
hasn’t had a lot of lately. Rana has now
rejoined Bambi and Mara and the threesome are often found together, occasionally throwing silly parties, with only the
three of them knowing why.

continued on page 6...
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Catch up with life at
Elephant Sanctuary Brazil

SANCTUARY'S BOUNTY
hough the rainy
season is not yet in
full swing here in Brazil, we
have had several soaking
rains, which both the
humans and animals here
are relishing. While fire risk
has significantly dropped,
precautions are still being
taken to keep everyone safe. Our region of Brazil is in the
hottest part of the year and it’s a relief to know that things
will be cooling down soon. Bits of green are popping up
around the habitat. Last season’s cut grass is beginning to
grow and will soon be followed by the taller grasses, vines,
and bushes. The elephants will be happier to have an
abundance of fresh green growth to graze on, benefiting
both their bodies and minds. Once the trees fill out fully,
the elephants won’t be as visible from a distance, but the
benefit of shade and cooler temperatures outweighs any
inconvenience.
The areas around the residents are practically covered in
mangoes. The people savor them for several weeks, but
then the sweet smell begins to take over and it’s not as
enjoyable. Luckily, most of the animals absolutely love
them and we are happy to share. Crates are collected and
the backhoe bucket is filled so mangoes can be spread
around the property for indigenous wildlife. The tapirs
make special trips from their homes, mostly at night, to
indulge. Macaws, parrots, and other birds fill the air with
their chatter as they feast. Even the domestic animals enjoy
it, with Jorgie, Sally, and Milo thinking it is practically the
best time of the year - although they don’t appreciate the
regular, and much-needed face washings.

T

To learn more about life at Elephant Sanctuary
Brazil, visit https://GlobalElephants.org/blogs
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Maia: Finding Her Smile Again

,
While writing this newsletter,
a common thread has emerged throughout:
things at sanctuary happen on the elephants’ terms. We don’t dictate
relationships or dominate daily activities. True autonomy is integral to allow
elephants to feel in control of their life and be able to heal. Sometimes this
process is exciting, with rapid growth and new friendships after a rescue;
other times it is like watching grass grow - tiny incremental changes that are
constantly happening, but most visible over time. But no matter what stage
things at sanctuary are in at the moment, we are honored to be able to share
these moments with all of you.
We love that you know who is a “food junkie” and who prefers napping over
everything else. It touches our hearts to hear when the girls have inspired you
to be strong, be vulnerable, or just be okay with being you. And it makes us
so proud to hear you express your appreciation of learning, of falling in love
with the girls as individuals, and of sharing those things with others.
Although our organization is growing, which is what elephants in South
America need, we want these things to remain clear: our connection to our
mission is unwavering, there is joy and beauty in what we experience every
day, and that you are immensely valued. We will always be just Kat and
Scott, you will forever be our sanctuary family, and none of these elephants
would have this life without you. We read your messages, we hear your
words, and we feel connected and grateful. Through the toughest of times,
your presence and loyalty brings comfort.
I had a friend who used to often say ‘How did I get so lucky?’ and, as I sit
here writing this, looking out over green hills, I see the outline of three
elephants in the distance, a cute orphan sheep waiting at the door for a
possible potato chip, and every color bird you can imagine flitting and
swooping past. I know in the back of my mind there is always a boatload of
nonsense waiting to be dealt with and that this life is not for everyone, but
somehow I get to share it with a man who has the most beautiful of hearts
and, together, we get to do work that changes lives - it’s impossible to not
wonder how we got so lucky.
Thank you to all of you for this gift you have given to the elephants and the
wonderful haven you have created here in the middle of nowhere Brazil. We
are forever grateful.

Scott and Kat Blais, GSE Co-Founders

Maia

M

aia’s journey
at sanctuary is

a perfect example of
how healing isn’t linear
and is rarely easy.
Although she made
seemingly unfathomable progress within the
first 24-hours of her
arrival at ESB, her
lifetime of emotional
scarring runs deep.
Before she came here,
she was known to be
aggressive
toward
Guida - who eventually became her true
soulmate at sanctuary. But, in order for
that relationship to form and grow, Maia
had to let her guard down and cater to
Guida a bit, so that Guida could feel safe.
In the process, Maia started to understand herself more. But much of this
newfound identity was dependent on her
being part of a twosome. In Guida’s
passing she not only lost a best friend, but

part of herself. Most of that confidence
and willingness to be vulnerable she’d
worked so hard on fell to the side. Maia
didn’t seem ready to bear comfort or
companionship from another elephant
and instead chose to be alone through
her mourning. When she was ready to
take that next step, she wasn’t willing to
fully open up emotionally and appeared
to be a bit tough on the other elephants as

a way to guard her heart. With the
introduction of Bambi, Maia saw Rana,
Mara, and Bambi become a threesome,
and chose to spend time exploring her
emotional side and working through
those old insecurities. She doesn’t seem
quite ready to be fully vulnerable again,
but you can see her confidence growing
and her genuine curiosity towards
building relationships emerging. Maia just
needs more time to walk her own path
and discover what it will mean to be part
of a group again and share more of her
life and her heart with others. And she
needs to do so at a pace that is comfortable for her. While some may find it
difficult to watch her off on her own, we
see this time as a gift that’s allowing her
to find a healthy path back from what
was likely the most significant loss of her
adult life. Seeing her find her smile again
lets us know that, although Guida will
never be replaced, Maia will be okay and
can build new and unique relationships
with her sanctuary sisters.

Maia

OUR IMPACT

because of you!

There are approximately 45 captive elephants
throughout South America. In the five years since our
first rescue elephant, GSE and its supporters
have truly begun shifting the paradigm.

29%

Of Captive South American Elephants’ Lives
Already Impacted By The Work Of GSE

15%

Of Captive South American Elephants (7)
Rescued In Just 5 Years

13%

Of Captive South American Elephants (6)
With Agreements To Come To Sanctuary

GLOBALELEPHANTS.ORG
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What You Have Done
For Elephants
She is already familiar with the testing and
his year, our sanctuary family blew us
training requirements for transport, so she is
away with the love and support shown
for providing sanctuary for male elephants.
not starting the relocation process from scratch.
You, and others from around the globe,
Kuky and Pupy, currently living together at
donated all of the funds needed to build the first
EcoParque Buenos Aires will begin their
phase of the male Asian elephant habitat. The
relocation to ESB once Kenya has settled in.
$461,560 needed for Tamy’s Tomorrows
Since there are elephants waiting for sanctuary
fundraiser was a daunting number, particularly
their rescues are driven by funds raised and
for a small, young organization like GSE. It R E P R E S Eand
NT
S
habitats
constructed, our team has already
R
was uplifting to witness so many come together
E
R T are
moved onto the next project, the male Asian
and show their belief that male elephants
habitat. Because of your generosity, steel for
just as deserving of the healing of sanctuary as
the first phase has already been purchased and
our phenomenal ladies. None of this is possible
delivered, and fence posts are going into the
without you and we are tremendously grateful
ground. The contracted barn crew is ready to
for your dedication to building a haven for
begin work as soon as their specialized steel
these beautiful beings.
arrives. ESB has long hoped to provide healing
Currently, we have completed the first phase of
space to male elephants, in addition to female
development for the female African habitat
elephants. It is truly surreal to see their habitat
which will house Kenya, Kuky, and Pupy.
begin to take shape.
Kenya is currently at the Mendoza Ecoparque
We are excited to be able to take these
facility and will be the next elephant arriving at
the sanctuary after Pocha and Guillermina.
new steps toward rescues with all of you.
O
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Herd Dynamics, continued from page 1
Maia is gently making her way toward the
threesome, particularly near mealtimes. We
want to encourage this progress, but not
have Maia’s love for food be her primary
motivation. Maia shares space daily with
the three, but has not yet gotten the
courage to walk directly up to them. The
others are not discouraging or being too
attentive to her proximity, which is a
positive sign all around. We never know if or
when Maia’s bolder energy will emerge, but
we want relationships among the elephants
to grow organically. It needs to be her
choice to attempt to join the others if the
relationships are truly going to last.
Lady appears to be growing in her own way,
as she continues to spend her days exploring the farther reaches of the habitat. Often
she will return to the barn on her own in the
morning for foot soaks, but some days she
prefers to stay out and have us deliver her
treatments along the fence instead. Her
wanderings seem to have helped her build
more confidence in general and she has
come near the other four girls when they
are all close to the barn. Lady is not ready to
spend time in the same yard as Bambi,
Mara, and Rana, but does walk to the edge of
her adjoining yard, very curiously watching
and listening to all the happenings.

Maia, Rana, Mara and Bambi
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The Grace That is Lady
A

lthough we never know how an
elephant’s journey will go after

arriving at sanctuary, some are more
uncertain than others. Due to the significant compromise evident in the condition
of Lady’s feet, we took her in with the
acknowledgement that her time at
sanctuary might be brief. But, nevertheless, she was deserving of every moment
of freedom we could offer. After a lifetime
of neglect, even brief moments of
support from other elephants, the opportunity to explore, and the ability to make
her own choices was worth the risk.
Thankfully, Lady has proven to be one of
the toughest elephants we’ve known and
continues to show us that, even when the
body is unable to heal, the soul can still
flourish.
Lady’s path has been different than
many. Her physical difficulties impact her
emotional health, and although she has
come very far, her insecurities became
more pronounced with the arrival of
Bambi. Bambi’s speed and increased
energy shifted overall dynamics and
happened to coincide with a painful cycle

in Lady’s feet, seeming to make her feel
intimidated and more physically uncomfortable. As is the way of sanctuary,
things continued to shift, Bambi matured,
and Lady pushed through her struggles.
Over the past few months, Lady has
immersed
herself
in
explorations
throughout the habitat, which have
benefited both her feet and her spirit.
There has also been a significant shift in
the time she chooses to spend around
the other elephants. Lady has not only
been seen seeking out other elephants
and putting herself in close proximity to
them, but she has also been communicating with them - standing by a close
fenceline, making conversational soft
rumbles. Lady may never have a typical
“best friend,” but she doesn’t need to
touch or be touched to know she’s not
alone. The sisterhood displayed in those
communications is clear.
Lady suffered from decades of harm
which may require years to recover from.
We found ourselves looking at her feet
recently and, though they are still not
“pretty,” we marveled at the fact that
they look better than we ever hoped.

Continued on page 8...
Lady

Give Kenya, Pupy, and
Kuky Room to Roam!
To prepare for our three female African elephants, we must create a
more spacious African habitat where they can live together and
explore a natural world. Our year-end fundraising goal of $382,444
will empower us to buy the steel for fencing and construct two
expansive yards, bringing the total space for female African
elephants to approximately 80-acres. With your support, we can
offer these three ladies the wild spaces they need and deserve. You
can support Kenya, Pupy, and Kuky now by making a donation with
the enclosed envelope or donating online on Giving Tuesday November 30th. Watch for links and social media posts for our
Giving Tuesday Campaign on our website. Together, we can offer
more Room to Roam and create a home where additional African
elephants can heal and thrive for years to come.

globalelephants.org/roomtoroam

Mara and Bambi

Bambi:
The
Difference
a Year Makes

S

eptember marked one
year since Bambi arrived

at ESB. When preparing for her
journey to sanctuary, her
hesitancy to enter the crate and
tendency to hide in her corner
began to reveal the depth of her
insecurities. It seemed that from
the moment she stepped quickly

out of the crate and onto sanctuary
ground, the healing began. The girl
whose dried and crusty skin hung loosely
from her bones now displays well-toned
muscle and a little round belly. After 6
years of continuous weight loss at the
zoo, she has gained over 1000 pounds.
Bambi has matured from a puppy-like
elephant with few boundaries into a
more grounded individual who is learning
how to establish strong relationships. She
is still a silly girl with lots of energy, but
she understands more about how that
energy affects others. The potential for
growth at sanctuary is endless and we
look forward to watching and sharing
how Bambi continues to evolve as she
embraces what it means to be part of a
herd.
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SR NELSON:
WITH GRATITUDE

It Takes A
Village To Move
An Elephant

O

arlier this year, the world lost a sweet and
generous man, without whom Elephant
Sanctuary Brazil as we know it, would not exist.
Once we decided to establish a sanctuary in
Brazil, the land - one of the most important
pieces for sanctuary healing - proved most
difficult to find. After more than a year of
searching, numerous disappointments, financial
and bureaucratic challenges, we found a spot
that was perfect for elephants, but decidedly
imperfect in almost every other way.

E

ften it feels like elephants can’t arrive at sanctuary
soon enough. The reality is that a rescue operation

begins long before an elephant comes to sanctuary, simply
because there are so many elements involved. It is a
years-long process, but one that is undeniably worth it once
we see the impact that sanctuary has on each individual.
In the months, weeks, and days prior to the actual transportation of the elephants, there is a whirlwind of logistical
activity taking place: everything from securing crane
companies, to managing multiple government-required
permits, each with their own expiration date and wait time.
ESB has an established Brazilian volunteer team that helps
to make all of this happen. During rescues, they act as
drivers, elephant caterers, photographers, problems solvers, and much-needed friends. These phenomenal people
also have full-time jobs elsewhere, so
their work schedules need to be changed.
Flights, rental cars, hotels, trucks drivers,
and police escorts have to be booked. As
you can see, we need the stars to align for
all of these things to happen at just the
right time, and it takes a village to move
an elephant.
Not only do we have to make sure every
detail is taken care of at the rescue site, it
is our responsibility to prepare the land,
the caregivers and, most importantly, the

other residents for new arrivals. Sanctuary is sanctuary for everybody, not just
new elephants. Currently, the girls here
are in a good place to accept two
elephants into the fold. But if, for example,
Maia or Lady were not emotionally ready,
we would have to take that into consideration when timing the move. Every individual’s healing journey is important.
One of the final things we face with every
move is opposition. That may mean legal
orders or actions by government
agencies, zoos, or individual organizations
who oppose an elephant’s move for their
own reasons. Unfortunately, this happens

with almost every rescue we have taken
part in, sometimes continuing even after
an elephant reaches the sanctuary.
When it comes to the actual rescue, even
when every box is checked and every
piece of paper is in hand, we often don’t
exhale until the crate door closes behind
the elephant and they have crossed over
into Brazil. And during all of this, we try to
ensure the elephant doesn’t feel the
burden of everything around them. This is
the beginning of their new life and we
want them to be surrounded by positivity
and look forward to what awaits when
the crate doors open again.

OUR CLOCKS RUN
ON ELEPHANT TIME
e often talk about how we allow things to happen
on “elephant time,” which means the elephants
dictate the pace at which they do everything from learning to
trust, to train and, ultimately, to heal. This concept is
something that resonates strongly with people, but can be
more difficult in practice, particularly in instances when
elephant relationships or relocations are moving at a slow
pace. When it comes to rescues, the elephants themselves are
only just learning about elephant time. For most, it is the

W
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Mara and Bambi

first time they are listened to, understood, and have a human
respond with respect and adjust their behavior accordingly.
Establishing this base of a relationship is the most effective tool
in letting them know their lives are about to change, while
encouraging each individual’s journey to renewal. When we
continue to respect this aspect of autonomy at sanctuary, they
learn what it means to be an elephant again.

Pocha

Pocha & Guillermina
Update

E

very rescue is different, and relocating a mother and daughter poses its

own unique challenges. Throw in limitations due to their current enclosure
design and pandemic related issues like
restrictions on getting people into Argentina, and government office closures
delaying all aspects of permits and
permissions, this has logistically been the
most difficult relocation of Scott’s career.
That being said, there is a deeper level of
pride watching both ladies push their
boundaries and succeed in their personal
hurdles during this process.
Pocha and Guillermina appear to be
responding well to our educators, Ingo
and Trish, who have been working with
them for the last couple of months. There
are times when it may seem from the
outside that things are moving slowly, but
we believe that for them to trust and
believe that good things lie ahead, we
must celebrate every victory. Guillermina, having been born in her underground
enclosure, has no frame of reference for
what it means to travel or what lies
outside of her stone walls. Each small
step she takes is another step toward the
freedom she will experience at sanctuary. Neither of them has been introduced

to the idea of elephant time before, so
there may be parts of them that are
relishing simply being able to embrace
that concept, emotionally. As they
celebrate their autonomy, they begin
to understand that a positive change
is coming.
Because we want to reduce stress
along the journey as much as possible,
we are taking their crate training
slowly. They are deciding who goes in
which crate, in what order, on their
own. We don’t want to impose outside
influence on their choices because
they will find more assurance when
they make them themselves. Right
now, both ladies are entering the
crates on their own and sometimes
spending hours facing each othereating, dusting, or just relaxing.
Guillermina prefers going in first and
Pocha follows into the second crate
shortly after, while their humans make
noises to simulate what they may hear
during loading and while on the road.
As we write this, desensitization of
closing the gates has begun. When we
offer them the time and space to
determine what feels most comfortable to them with the transport crates,

The owner of the primary property, Senhor
Nelson, became a champion for us, the
elephants, and this dream of sanctuary. He
worked with all of the surrounding landowners
and found a solution to our property puzzle. He
then took on the mountains of paperwork that
would enable him to sell the land to us as one
large parcel, allowing us years to pay it off
instead of expecting the up-front full payment
that is customary. He had a pure heart and took
a chance on strangers because he believed in
doing the right thing and wanted to be part of
creating a beautiful home for elephants. Sr.
Nelson was a large presence in the community
who could often be found delivering groceries to
those unable to get them on their own. He wore
a big cowboy hat and had a smile just as large.
Although our beginner’s Portuguese didn’t enable
us to always understand him in the early days, he
loved to tell stories to make you laugh.
Our thoughts are with our neighbors, Sr.
Nelson’s wife and children, in their loss. Though
our hearts are heavy knowing he has left us
physically, he will always be a part of the
sanctuary. This land became a place of healing
for elephants because of Sr. Nelson and we are
thankful for his years of dedication and
friendship.

it sets them up for the most success during
their days of travel. And hopefully soon, we
will be sharing their explorations of their first
days at sanctuary and all of the worrying and
waiting will be a distant memory.
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